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Blessed Children,

The Light within your Heart is indeed burning brightly as you place your attention upon the Heart of God within you. You have learned what it means to enter the Heart. For I perceive your consciousness focused there. As you continue your meditation in the Heart, will you not follow the fingers of Light directly into my Heart, that we together might expand your consciousness to soar through the ethers and touch the Hearts of many? For, indeed, this is what I do daily. There is no Heart that I do not touch, that I do not breathe upon with the breath and Consciousness of my Love, my Compassion, my desire for God, so that, as your Heart opens, you too may receive these Blessings. They are given impersonally; yet, oh so intimately are they known within the Heart of each one.

Many do not even know that I exist, let alone that I touch their Heart. And, yet, when the familiar tones ring out that announce my Presence, there is a stirring within their Heart. Oft times they know not what has caused this. Perhaps it is the change in the weather, they might think. Perhaps it is merely the brushing up against another as they quickly pass by on the street, not realizing that my Heart Flame and my Consciousness have entered their Heart.

Perhaps you might say to me, “I did not invite you, Lord Gautama.” Ah, perhaps your outer mind did not. Perhaps even your feeling world did not. But your own God Presence most assuredly has invited me, as well as other Cosmic Ascended Beings and Angels of Light. For your own God Presence knows that from time to time you will feel alone or bereft of sufficient Light to maintain your tethering to that sense of wellbeing, that sense of knowing that you are loved, cared for, that someone, somewhere, concerns themselves with your well being.
Rest assured that I, Gautama, AM always sitting in meditation and contemplation upon your Flame. My Consciousness flows forth unimpeded by any personal agenda on my part — save that you be able to fulfill the Will of God for your lifestream, that you are safeguarded and protected, that you have sufficient opportunity to engage in life’s mastery as it is intended by your own God Presence for you.

Far too many think their life is merely a fleeting, one time, Earthly experience, one that comes and goes so quickly they must embrace everything there is to experience while it lasts. But the wise ones, tutored by the Flame upon the Altar of their Heart, know that Life is ongoing and are well assured that they have been here before. And if so decreed by their own God Presence, they will return to continue their sojourn.

Then there are those who have had their fill of the outer senses, with all the coarse vibrations of worldly living. These choose wisely to enter into the Secret Chamber of their own Heart and discover a greater awareness of their true nature. Their quest within is an adventure ever so great as climbing any mountain, forging any sea, or any other wild experience one might imagine.

This inner discovery introduces to you a new sense of taste. There are fragrances about you that you did not discover before. Touch becomes more sensitive. Your hearing is accelerated. The very ethers of the room register upon your Heart.

Your Heart knows when you are in the right place for your lifestream, and you know when you are not. You understand the look in another’s eyes when they are pleading for help, or perhaps the Comfort of your Heart. You, likewise, register the Joy in a child’s eyes as they glint with a gleeful expression in their purest form, or the smile in a trusted one’s countenance, a smile with lips and eyes, that sends you Love but knows not what to call it.

Oh, there are those of a worldly nature, already jaded, that fancy themselves to experience this already. But I assure you, as you refine the meditations upon your Heart, you will discover a new world opening up far greater sensitivity to Life’s simple but pure expression. Then the natural unfoldment will fill your Heart with more of the Light of your own God Presence. As it fills, you desire to give, first to one and then another, until you find you cannot reach enough individuals with this overwhelming Love of your Heart. So you search for ways in which you may expand that Love.

Then more and more you will find yourself compelled to invoke the Light of your God Presence and command Love to go forth from your Heart, which is the Heart of your Presence, to bless those who are in need, to right the circumstances of life where there is a drought of Light and the hunger for that Light that goes unsatisfied. You find that your God Presence sends forth Light in response to your slightest direction. Though it be deceptively simple, the mere act of entering your Heart enables you to discover the greater you, and thereby you have blessed more of mankind.
Perhaps this sounds too great for you to grasp. But if I, Gautama, can sit in the lotus posture for millennia and contemplate every Flame that is embodied and nourish each Flame with the Substance of my Heart, do you not think it possible for you to practice the same discipline — if only on occasion? I will let you in on a little secret. The more you enter the Heart, the more you will desire to enter the Heart. The more you give of the Love of your Heart, the more you will be prompted to give of that Love until such time as your Heart Flame will become a Radiant Sun of Light that goes out to bless all who come in contact with the fingers of Light that you invoke.

Understanding how limitless is the God within you, how vast is the universe to receive the Blessing that you can bestow as that God Presence going forth in action, perhaps you will then be prepared to discipline these outer vehicles that you wear so that they will be responsive to the Heart and you will have more of yourself to give.

I have been approached by the Silent Watcher with the Thoughtform for this year — the Thoughtform that all will hold dear, will desire to nourish and keep in the forefront of their consciousness throughout their waking hours, confident that their Presence will sustain this Thoughtform, radiating it silently through their consciousness even while they sleep at night. It is so magnificent, for it is the meditation of my Heart as well. As I unroll the scroll, there is appearing a magnificent Heart Flame — three Flames in one — generating a Radiance, a Fire, and a Light that is the depiction of the Threefold Flame of your own Heart. But it is not small. It is not in its formative stages, but it is blazing so as to envelop your entire outer form. It is weaving a Garment of Light around your physical body. So if you could, imagine your own form with this magnificent Threefold Flame action swirling about you, enveloping you, and registering the White Light of Purity at the location of your Heart Chakra.

As the Rays of Light go out from this Flame, you are most sure that it touches all of Life as far as you are able to fathom with your consciousness. You know it is not limited. For at its core is the Heart of your own God Presence breathing forth all of its energy; all of its own Love, Wisdom, and Power; all that is required to nourish and sustain this expanded Flame in manifestation.

The White Light in the core, or center, of this Flame has been nourished by the Mother Light, pouring forth Light from the Land of the White Fire Sun to illumine and shine forth as a beacon to show you, the deserving Son or Daughter of God, which way to go, what to embrace, how to spend your day, how to exercise the disciplines of the spiritual path, how to acknowledge God within you, and how to maintain that God Vibration that is harmonious and peaceful, how to assure that that Flame continues to expand and wrap you in its tangible Garment of Light.
Won’t you realize what a Blessing this action brings, to be able to reinforce in your outer consciousness the very action that your Heart Flame is to exhibit for you? It is the desire of your God Presence that you become this Flame. Then, as the Flame is strengthened in your being, you understand what is meant to be awake. For you now know that you are awake. You perceive things that you did not perceive before. You hear things you did not hear before. You love as you never thought possible. The miracle of Life has occurred, for the Heart has been opened to the Flame of God within you.

I, Gautama, seal you in the action of the Threefold Flame of Love and the White Light of Purity, so that as you continue on your journey through life you will not miss a step or opportunity, so that you might return Home at the appointed hour when the I AM Presence says, “It is time. Come Home in the Light.”

Carry this Vision with you all your days as the hallmark of your Mission.

AUM.  

Gautama

---
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